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The following presentation provides an overview of how PNRGOV EDIFACT messages may be 

constructed in regards to the order in which segments may be populated in the message. 

 

It is to be noted that the presentation includes all groups and their segments. 

In reality, supported data items will vary between different reservation systems & therefore the 

PNRGOV messaging will vary in content  and the nested ordering. It is likely that each individual 

message will not include all the groups and segments that the PNRGOV EDIFACT message 

format supports.  

For example, where check–in has not commenced, Group 6 and 7 would not normally be 

supplied, but the groups following Group 6 (G8 –G12 and LTS) may be included.  

 

To improve readability on slides 2 & 3, where the PNRGOV EDIFACT Imp guide shows Groups 

referenced in the format of “GR.1”,“GR  1”, “GR.2” or “GR  2” etc, these Group references have 

been converted to read “G1” , “G2” etc. 

 

The presentation is best ran as a slide show. 



G10 

G11 

G12 

  

  
G1099999 - G11999- G122 repeats for each occurrence with a different history credit 

When the G10-G11-G12 is complete for the history credit, the message can go back to another 

G10-11-G12 or a new PNR at G1 

Where LTS9999 is used for History and is complete,  go back to a new PNR at G1 

When all PNRs are complete, add the footers 

G2999- G3999- G41 repeats for each passenger on the same PNR 

G5999- G6999- G7999 repeats for each flight segment on the PNR 

When a G5 is complete, the message can move on to circular (repeating as required) G6-G7, or 
can go back to another G5 

When all the G2- G4’s are complete on the PNR, the message moves on to a circular G5-G6-G7 

When G7 is complete, the message can go back to another G5 or G6 or moves on to a circular G8 

When the G899 is complete, it moves on to circular G9 

When the G99 is complete, History may be populated in either or both of a circular G10-G11-G12 
and or through utilising LTS 

When a G3 is complete, the message can move on to single G4 or can go back to another G2 or 
G3. 

PNRGOV EDIFACT Message flow - 24th January 2017 

G1999 only occurs once for a PNR, then moves on to a circular (repeating as required) G2-G3-G4 

UNA -Service String Advice 

UNB - Interchange Header Segment 

UNG  - Functional Group Header 

UNH - message header information 

MSG - specifies the function of the message 

ORG -  specifies the sender of the message 

TVL - the flight (departure date/time, origin, destination, operating airline code, flight number, and operation suffix)  

for which passenger data is being sent.   

EQN - the total number of PNRs being sent for the flight push 

G1 - repeats for each passenger record sent                      

SRC - contains no data 

RCI - the record locator(s) for this passenger record 

SSR - special service data that applies to all passengers/ flights 

DAT - date of most recent ticket issuance and last PNR transaction date/time  

IFT -   other service information (OSI) for all passengers/flights 

ORG - origination of the booking 

ADD - contact information 

EBD - excess baggage information for all passengers 

G2 - Repeats for each passenger in the record 

TIF - a passenger name; indication of type - only use for group; a given name, PTC code, possible traveler reference to 

SSRs, FF’s  and other info, and a traveling with infant indicator.   

FTI - frequent traveler numbers for the passenger in the TIF 

IFT - other service information (OSI) for this passenger 

REF - unique passenger reference id 

EBD - excess baggage information for this passenger(s) 

FAR - fare info - PTC code, age, discounted fare type, percent of discount or country code, in-house fare type/corporate 

contract number, and fare basis code 

SSR - special service data that applies to the passenger for all flights 

ADD - emergency contact information and/or UMNR delivery and collection addresses 

G3 - repeats for each ticket associated to this passenger                                                 

TKT - ticket number, total number of booklets issued, in connection doc info 

MON - ticket amount 

PTK - pricing information for this ticket 

TXD - tax amounts for this ticket               

DAT -  Date of ticket issuance for each ticket 

G4 - form of payment information            

FOP - type of form of payment, credit card info, and other form of payment information associated with a 

ticket.         

IFT - sponsor information 

ADD - credit card billing information     

G5 - repeats for each flight segment in the passenger record’s itinerary    

TVL - date/time of departure, arrival time, origin and destination, marketing & operating airline code(s), flight number, 

reservation booking designator,  operational suffix. 

TRA - operating carrier code, flight number and RBD. 

RPI - flight booking status and number of passengers for this flight 

APD - type of aircraft 

SSR - special service requests that apply to this flight 

RCI - passenger record locator specific to this flight 

IFT - other service information (OSI) for this flight 

G6 - Check in information for each flight in the itinerary    

DAT - check-in time 

ORG - the agent info that checked-in the passenger 

G7 - boarding, seat number and checked bag info 

TRI - sequence/boarding number for this check-in 

TIF - the checked-in name 

SSD - actual seat number (row and column) 

TBD - checked bag information              

G8  - split passenger record locator       

EQN - the number of passengers split to/from a passenger record 

RCI - the split record locators    

G9 - non-air segments                             

MSG - specifies the type of non-air segment such as car, hotel, rail 

TVL - non-air segment information     

G10 - repeats for each occurrence of a history credit     

ABI - originator of change and agent id 

DAT - history time stamp 

G11 - one line in a history credit          

SAC - history action code 

TIF - history passenger name changes 

SSR - history special service requirement changes 

IFT - history other service information changes 

TBD – History Baggage Details 

G12 - history flight and non-air information    

TVL - dates, departure/arrival airport/city codes, vendor code,  etc. 

RPI - booking status and number of passengers     

LTS - unformatted history information    

UNT - Message Trailer Information 

UNE- Functional Group Trailer 

UNZ- Interchange Trailer 

Headers occur only once for a PNRGOV EDIFACT message 
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  When a G6 is complete, the message can move on to G7, or can go back to another G5 

G11 

G12 

  

  

  

  

 G12 

Footers occur only once for a PNRGOV EDIFACT message 

When a G2 is complete, the message can move on to circular (repeating as required) G3-G4, or 
can go back to another G2 passenger 

When a G4 is complete, the message can move on to circular G5-G6-G7 or can go back to 
another G2 or G3. 

G3-G4 repeats for each ticket associated to each passenger on the same PNR 

G6  (& G7) repeats for each check-in for each flight in the itinerary 

When a G10 is complete, the message can move on to circular (repeating as required) G11-G12, 
or can go back to another G10 

G11- G12 can repeat for the same history credit 

G12  can repeat (twice) for the same history flight/non-air information 



G5 

TVL: Traveller product information, to specify details related 

to a product, Date/time of departure, arrival time, origin and 

destination, marketing & operating airline code(s), flight 

number, reservation booking designator, operational suffix:  

TVL+121210:0915:020410:1230+LHR+JFK+DL+324:B'         

   

For PNRGOV EDIFACT versions up to and including 12.1, a 

second TVL may be included to provide the operating flight 

information, if the first TVL contains a marketing flight number. 

 

TRA: Transport identifier, to specify transport service(s) or to 

specify transport service(s) which is/are to be updated or 

cancelled. 

Operating carrier code, flight number and Operating 

Reservations Booking Designator (RBD): 

TRA+KL+8324:B'   

From PNRGOV EDIFACT versions 13.1 onwards, a second 

TVL is replaced by the TRA to provide the operating flight 

information. 

        

RPI: Release product information, to indicate quantity and 

action required in relation to a product. 

Flight booking status and number of passengers for this flight. 

RPI+3+HK' 

  

APD: Additional product details, to convey additional 

information concerning an airline flight.  

Type of aircraft: APD+747' 

  

SSR: Special  Service Request, to specify special requests 

or services information relating to a traveller. 

G5 SSR: Applies to a specific flight and may apply to all 

passengers or may apply to a specific passenger based on the 

traveller reference number: 

SSR+SEAT:HK:1:PY:::AUA:PBM:NOTICKET/TOM+22C' 

  

RCI: Reservation Control Information, to specify a 

reference to a reservation.  

G5 RCI: Passenger record locator specific to this flight: 

RCI+DL:ABC4567::240210:2230' 

The RCI here is expected to provide an originator or point of 

sale record locator. It is not necessary to repeat the record 

locator of the PNR. 

  

IFT: Interactive Free text, to provide free form or coded text 

information.  

G5 IFT: Other service information (OSI) for this flight:  

IFT+4:28::KL+CTC 7732486972:U' 

G11 

SAC: history action code, to specify information concerning the source and 

action to be taken.   

Specifies the status (action) taken on the history item, such as add, cancel, etc.  

SAC+++X' 

  

TIF: Traveller Information, to specify a traveller(s) and personal details 

relating to the traveller(s).  

G11 TIF: History passenger name changes  

TIF+SEETHE WORLD:G' 

  

SSR: Special  Service Request, to specify special requests or services 

information relating to a traveller. 

G11 SSR: History special service requirement changes  

SSR+SEAT:HK:2:DL:::LHR:JFK+15A::1+15B::2'        

  

IFT: Interactive Free text, to provide free form or coded text information.  

G11 IFT: History other service information changes::  

IFT+4:19+GN FROM NONE TO ACME TEAM PARTY' 

  

TBD: Traveller baggage details, to specify the baggage details, including 

number of bags and serial numbers. 

G11 TBD: History Baggage Details  

TBD++2:20:700++HP:5+LH:3020523456:2:CPH:220'  
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G2 - repeats for 

each passenger in 

the PNR 

G1 - repeats for each 

passenger record 

sent                      

G3 repeats for each ticket associated to each passenger on the same PNR 

G4 - form of 

payment 

information            

G1  only occurs once for a PNR, then the messages 

moves on to a repeating G2-G3-G4, (as required )               

When a G2 is complete, the message can move on  

G3, or can  go back to another G2 passenger 

When a G3 is 

complete, the 

message can 

move on to single 

G4 or can go back 

to another G2 or 

G3 

When G4 is complete, the message 

can move on to G5 or can go back to 

another G2 or G3. 

UNB 

M1 

UNG 

C1 

UNH 

M1 

LTS: Unformatted history information, to represent a piece 

of information that contains multiple lines of text as one whole: 

LTS+0/S/PARK/KWANG SOO MR(ADT) -YHD2DT'  

L0 (Continued) 

UNT: Message Trailer Information, to end and check the completeness of a 

message by counting the segments in the message (including UNH and UNT) 

and validating that the message reference number equates to data element 

0062 in the UNH segment (when applicable). 

UNT+2578+MSG1'  

  

UNE: Functional Group Trailer, to end and check the completeness of a 

Functional Group. 

The Application Sender Identification must match the Functional Group 

Reference Number used in UNG: 

UNE+1+000000001'  

  

UNZ: Interchange Trailer, to end and check the completeness of an 

Interchange. 

The Interchange Control Reference must match the same reference used in 

the UNB. 

UNZ+1+000000001' 

G12 

TVL: Traveller product information, to specify details 

related to a product. 

G12 TVL: Dates, departure/arrival airport/city codes, vendor 

code, etc.  

TVL+100512:0100:090512:2030+HKG+YVR+CX+888' 

  

RPI: Release product information, to indicate quantity and 

action required in relation to a product. 

G12 RPI: booking status and number of passengers  

RPI+1+X DL'  

G10 

ABI: originator of change and agent id, to specify 

additional originator and source information. 

Originator / creator of the history credit/change and the 

agent id: 

ABI+4+05FD28:GS+ATL++DL'   

  

DAT: Date & Time, to convey information regarding 

estimated or actual dates and times of operational events.  

G10 DAT: PNR History transaction date/time  

DAT+T:010695:1800'  
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G5 - repeats for each flight 

segment in the passenger 

record’s itinerary    

G6 - Check in 

information for each 

flight in the itinerary    

G7 - boarding, seat 

number and 

checked bag info 

G8  - split 
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When a G5 is 

complete, the 
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on to a repeating as 

required, G6-G7, or 

can go back to 

another G5 

When G6 is 

complete, the 

message can move 

on to G7, or can go 

back to another G5 

When a G7 is complete, the message can go 

back to another  G5 or G6 

When  all the G5-G6–G7 are complete, the 

message can moves on to a G8 

When a G8 is 

complete, the 

message can 

move on to G9, 

or can go back 

to another G8 

When a G9 is 

complete, the 

message can 

move on to G10, 

or can go back 

to another G9 

When a G10 is 

complete, the 

message can 

move on to a 

repeating as 

required G11-G12, 

or can go back to 

another G10 

History may be 

populated in either 

repeating  

G10-G11-G12 

 and or through 

utilising LTS 

When a G11 is complete, the 

message can move on to a twice 

repeating  G12, or can go back to 

another G10 

When the G10-G11-G12 is complete 

for the history credit, the message 

can go back to another G10-G11-G12 

RCI 

C1 

G4 

FOP: Form of payment, to convey details describing the form of payment. 

Type of form of payment, credit card info, and other form of payment information 

associated with a ticket. 

FOP+CC::416.00:AX:373212341234123:1211' 

   

IFT: Interactive Free text, to provide free form or coded text information.  

G4 IFT: contains sponsor Information for this passenger:  

IFT+4:43+TIM SIMS+22 MAIN STREET ATLANTA, GA 30067+770 563289' 

   

ADD: Address Information, to specify passenger address information.  

G4 ADD: contains the address of the payer of the ticket:  

ADD++700:42 WILSON ROAD:PHILADELPHIA:PA::US:34288' 

G3 

TKT: Ticket number detail, to convey information related to a specific ticket.  

Total number of booklets issued, in connection with document info. 

TKT+0062230534212:T' 

  

MON:  Monetary information, to specify monetary information details. 

Ticket amount. 

MON+T:297.50:EUR' 

  

PTK: Pricing ticketing details, to specify pricing/ticketing details. 

Pricing information for this ticket.  

PTK+NR++150610:2200+DL+006+ATL' 

  

TXD: Tax details, to specify all details related to taxes  

Tax amounts for this ticket. 

TXD++6.27::USD' 

  

DAT:  Date and time information, to convey information regarding estimated 

or actual dates and times of operational events. 

G3: DAT: Date of ticket issuance for each ticket 

DAT+710:041159:0730' 

G2 

TIF: Traveller Information, to specify a traveller(s) and personal details relating to the 

traveller(s).  

G2 TIF: a passenger surname; indication of type - only use for group; a given name, 

PTC code, possible traveller reference to SSRs, FF’s and other info, and a travelling 

with infant indicator. Repeats for each passenger name  : 

TIF+SMITHJR+JOHNMR::9151517522:1' 

  

FTI: Frequent Traveller Information, to specify frequent traveller information.  

G2 FTI: frequent traveller numbers for the passenger in the TIF:  

FTI+DL:1234567890:::ELITE' 

  

IFT: Interactive Free text, to provide free form or coded text information.  

Other service information (OSI) for this passenger:  

IFT+4:63::SQ' 

  

REF: Reference Information, To specify an association between references given to 

travellers, to products, to services.  

G2 REF: Unique Passenger Reference id: (UPRI) 

REF+:001C451486DFF0CC'  

REF provides the opportunity for the airline to supply a unique identifier for the 

Traveller. This does not replace the TIF name. 

  

EBD: Excess Baggage Details, to specify information concerning excess baggage 

charges and the associated baggage details.  

Used to send paid baggage information. 

G2 EBD: excess baggage information for this passenger: 

EBD+USD:50.00+1::N' 

  

FAR: Fare Information, specify fare information details.  

G2 FAR: PTC code, age, discounted fare type, percent of discount or country code, in-

house fare type/corporate contract number, and fare basis code: 

FAR+C+9+1:20:US+++YEE3M'  

  

SSR: Special  Service Request, to specify special requests or services information 

relating to a traveller. 

G2 SSR: special service data that applies to the specific passenger for all flights:  

SSR+DOCS:HK::DL:::::/P/GBR/123456789/GBR/12JUL64/M/23AUG19/SMITHJR/J

ONATHON/ROBERT' 

  

ADD: Address Information, to specify passenger address information.  

G2 ADD: emergency contact information and/or UMNR delivery and collection 

addresses :  

ADD++3:::::::8004261122' 

G1 

SRC: Segment Repetition Control, to indicate the start of a new Passenger Name 

Record (PNR).  

The SRC contains no data: 

SRC'  

  

RCI: Reservation Control Reference, to specify a reference to a reservation.  

G1 RCI: This is the record locator(s) for this PNR: 

RCI+DL:HQYWKP:1:220217:2044'  

RCI may repeat up to 9 times. It is assumed that the first instance identifies the PNR. 

Subsequent instances are assumed to denote related PNR. 

  

SSR: Special  Service Request, to specify special requests or services information 

relating to a traveller. 

G1 SSR: Applies to the complete reservation, all passengers or may apply to specific 

passenger based on the traveller reference number in SSR/9944 and TIF/9944: 

SSR+OTHS:::::::: ADV TKT BY 03MAY13 1800CO OR WILL CANCEL'  

  

DAT: Date & Time, to convey information regarding estimated or actual dates and 

times of operational events.  

G1 DAT: Date of last PNR transaction date/time: 

DAT+700:270513:0559' 

  

IFT: Interactive Free text, to provide free form or coded text information.  

Other service information (OSI) for all passengers on the reservation:  

IFT+4:28::DL+THIS PASSENGER IS A VIP'  

  

ORG: Originator of Request Details, to specify the point of sale details.  

G1 ORG: is the originator of the booking:  

ORG+DL:ATL+52519950:LON+++A+GB:GBP+D050517'  

The ORG provides information about the Travel Agency and Travel Agent that created 

the booking. 

  

ADD: Address Information, to specify passenger address information.  

G1 ADD: may contain a contact address for the PNR: 

ADD++700:4532 WILSON STREET:PHILADELPHIA:PA::US:34288'  

  

EBD: Excess Baggage Details, to specify information concerning excess baggage 

charges and the associated baggage details.  

Used to send paid baggage information.  

G1 EBD: excess baggage information for all passengers: 

EBD+GBP:40.00+4::N'  

 

SSR, IFT, ADD, and EBD in G1 apply to all travellers and itinerary segments within the 

PNR. 

G8 

EQN: Number of Units, to specify the number of units 

required. 

G8 EQN: to identify the number of passengers split from/to 

a PNR:  

EQN+3' 

  

RCI: Reservation Control Reference, to specify a 

reference to a reservation.  

G8 RCI: Lists the split record locators codes 

RCI+DL:ABCDEF' 

G9 

MSG: Message action details, to specify the message type 

and business function. 

G9 MSG: Specifies the type of non-air segment such as car, 

hotel, rail: 

MSG+:8' 

  

TVL: Traveller product information, to specify details 

related to a product. 

G9 TVL: Is used to for non-air segments (car, hotel, rail, etc.) 

TVL+290110:1050:310110:0900+ATL++ZE+:FCAR' 

L0 - Control Data  

UNA: Service String Advice, to specify the service characters (delimitation syntax) 

used within the interchange. 

The UNA service string advice must be used if the service characters differ from the 

defaults. The UNA is optional if the default characters are used: 

UNA:+.?*' 

  

UNB: Interchange Header, to start, identify and specify an interchange. 

Specifies the syntax & version, sender & recipient of the message, date & time of 

message preparation, and control reference number: 

UNB+IATA:1+AIRLINE1+NZCS+091128:0900+000000001' 

Information from the UNB is used to direct ACKRES and CNTRL messages sent in 

response to PNRGOV interchanges received. 

  

UNG: Group Header, to head, identify and specify a Functional Group. 

Specifies the PNRGOV message & version, sender & recipient of the message, date & 

time of message preparation, and control reference number. 

UNG+PNRGOV+AIRLINE1+NZCS+091128:0900+000000001+IA+13:1' 

  

UNH: Message Header, to head, identify and specify a Functional Group. 

Specifies the PNRGOV message type & version, common reference number to relate 

all subsequent transfers of data to the same business case or file and provides a 

means of declaring how message are being sent: 

UNH+ MSG1+PNRGOV:11:1:IA+893133434478201+03:F‘ 

 

The purpose of the “control data” is to manage the conversation between the sender 

and recipient of the message. These are all standard UN EDIFACT segments, (except 

for the MSG segment), and are not specific to the airline industry, or to PNRGOV. 

  

MSG: Message action details, to specify the message type and business function. 

Level 0 MSG: type of PNRGOV push that is being sent, (initial, update etc):  

MSG+:22' 

  

ORG: Originator of Request Details 

Level 0 ORG: specifies the sender of the message: 

ORG+DL:ATL+52519950:LON+++A+GB:GBP+D050517' 

For “update” pushes when the push flight/date is cancelled from a PNR or the complete 

PNR is cancelled or not found, the ORG is sent as an empty segment:  

ORG' 

  

TVL: Travel product information, to specify details related to a product. 

The flight (departure date/time (local), origin, destination, operating airline code, flight 

number, and operation suffix) for which passenger data is being sent.  

TVL+300310:1700:310310:0500+ATL+LHR+DL+10' 

  

EQN: Number of Units, to specify the number of units required. 

The total number of PNRs (not passengers) being sent for the flight push: 

EQN+98’ 

G7 

TRI: Traveller reference information, to specify 

information regarding a traveller or traveller account 

Sequence/boarding number for this check-in: 

TRI++220:::4' 

The GR7 TRI was designed to include the traveller 

reference number to relate back to the appropriate GR2 

TIF.  If the carrier provides the TRI 9944, then the 

following TIF is not required.   

If they do not provide the traveller reference number, 

then the following TIF is required. 

 

TIF: Traveller Information, to specify a traveller(s) and 

personal details relating to the traveller(s).  

G7 TIF: The checked-in passenger name:  

TIF+JONES+JOHNMR:A' 

 

SSD: Seat selection details, to specify details 

concerning  

seat selection and the associated security and 

processing information. 

Actual seat number (row and column): 

SSD+24A++++Y' 

 

TBD: Traveller baggage details, to specify the baggage 

details, including number of bags and serial numbers. 

G7 TBD: Checked bag information: 

TBD++2:20:700++HP:5+LH:3020523456:2:CPH:220' 

G6 

DAT: Date & Time, to convey information regarding 

estimated or actual dates and times of operational 

events.  

G6 DAT: Check-in date/time as stored by RES systems 

holding DC data. 

DAT+2:010604:1800' 

  

ORG: Originator of Request Details, to specify the 

point of sale details.  

G6 ORG: The agent info that checked-in the passenger 

ORG+SQ++++A' 

The UNB and UNZ, UNG and UNE, and UNH and UNT 

work as pairs, header and trailer respectively. The 

UNG/UNE pair is optional. 
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